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ABSTRACT An instrumentation amplifier (IA) with continuous tuning of the voltage gain, suitable for
operation over a wide frequency range, and aimed to electrical bioimpedance spectroscopy, is proposed. The
operation principle of the IA is based on indirect current feedback (ICF), which leads to an almost-constant
bandwidth regardless of the value of the programmed voltage gain. The use of improved voltage followers
in the transconductors required in the ICF technique allows achieving a compact implementation with
a bandwidth compatible with bioimpedance spectroscopy applications. The tuning strategy relies on a
continuously programmable current mirror that can be electronically adjusted by means of a control current.
The IA has been designed and fabricated in 180 nm CMOS technology to operate with a 1.8-V single supply.
The experimental characterization of the silicon prototypes showed a gain programmability range higher than
45 dB, between−4.6 dB and 41.2 dB, a BW around 3MHz, and amaximumCMRR at DC higher than 86 dB,
all this with a minimum current consumption of 144.8 µA and an area occupation of 0.0196 mm2.
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INDEX TERMS Bioimpedance spectroscopy, electronic tuning, indirect current feedback, instrumentation
amplifier, wide bandwidth.

I. INTRODUCTION14

The electrical properties of a biological media can be char-15

acterized by determining its impedance, which is known as16

bioimpedance measurement technique [1]. The biological17

impedance (ZBIO) is excited by an electrical sinusoidal signal,18

either a current or a voltage, the corresponding magnitude19

(a voltage or a current, respectively) is measured, and the20

internal composition of the ZBIO is derived from the gain and21

phase angle of the response. In many applications, an exci-22

tation current, iexc, is preferred, in order to avoid damaging23

the biological media, and a voltage is measured in response24

with the assistance of an instrumentation amplifier (IA) [2],25

[3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15],26

[16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26],27

[27], [28], [29], [30], [31], as illustrated in Fig. 1. Indeed,28

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Bo Pu .

iexc can be kept in the range of the µA, and generally lower 29

than a few mA, thus resulting innocuous for the sample under 30

test. Nevertheless, if the value of the bioimpedance to be 31

measured, which in principle can be completely unknown, 32

is in the range of a few Ohm, the maximum excitation current 33

dictated by medial safety regulations could result insuffi- 34

cient to generate a measurable voltage drop at ZBIO. This 35

constraint can be overcome by using an IA with electroni- 36

cally programmable voltage gain, which avoids any hardware 37

reconfiguration of the system providing the application with 38

flexibility of use. On the other hand, a complete electrical 39

characterization of the ZBIO requires measurements in a wide 40

frequency range, from some hundred of Hz to a few MHz, 41

which imposes additional requirements to the bandwidth 42

(BW) of the IA. 43

The indirect current feedback (ICF) technique, represented 44

by the block diagram within the dotted box in Fig. 1, is a sui- 45

table approach to implement a monolithic IA able to operate 46
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FIGURE 1. Conceptual block diagram of the proposed bioimpedance
measurement system.

in a low-voltage supply environment [6], [27], [29], [31].47

A single-stage ICF IA is basically made up of an input and an48

output (or feedback) transconductor, GmI and GmO in Fig. 1,49

respectively, and a summing stage. The gain of the IA relies50

on the ratio GmI/GmO. Besides, if GmO is kept unchanged51

and the voltage gain of the IA, Av, is adjusted by modifying52

GmI , through the block kCM in Fig. 1, the BW of the system53

remains approximately constant regardless of the value of the54

voltage gain.55

The most popular strategy to program the gain of an IA56

is based on connecting an external resistor between two57

input ports of the circuit [3], [10]. Thus, to set the gain to58

a different value, the external component must be replaced.59

A straightforward solution to obtain a programmable IA is to60

incorporate a digitally configurable bank of components, thus61

achieving a discrete adjustment [4], [11], [17], [20]. Besides,62

different circuit techniques have been proposed to continu-63

ously tune the response of an analog section, some of which64

have been applied to program the voltage gain of an instru-65

mentation amplifier [15], [19], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25],66

[28]. Among them, the most common approaches are based67

on the use of current mirrors [15], translinear loops [28],68

resistors implemented by means of active devices [21], [23],69

[25] or by modifying the biasing current [22], [24] or the70

transconductance [19] of some of the constituent blocks.71

In this paper an electronically programmable ICF IA,72

designed and fabricated in 180 nm CMOS technology to73

operate with a 1.8-V supply, is presented. The single-stage74

structure of the IA, along with the use of improved volt-75

age followers, leads to a compact, low power, and wide76

bandwidth implementation. The principle of operation of the77

tuning scheme is based on a continuously tunable current78

mirror, which offers multiple design options leading to a79

flexible design space. The rest of the manuscript has been80

organized as follows: the principle of operation of the ICF IA81

is described in Section II, the transistor level implementation82

of the circuit is detailed in Section III, experimental results83

are presented and discussed in Section IV and, finally, con-84

clusions are drawn in Section V.85

II. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION86

The proposed electronically programmable IA is based on87

a current feedback. Nevertheless, unlike direct current feed-88

back [3], [4] and local current feedback [7], [14], in the89

indirect current feedback technique [6], [29] the stacking of 90

blocks is avoided and the feedback loop involves only the 91

output transconductor, thus resulting more suitable for low- 92

voltage wide-bandwidth applications. 93

A. CONCEPTUAL BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE IA 94

The block diagram of the proposed IA is illustrated in 95

the dotted box of Fig. 1. As observed, it consists of 96

two transconductors, GmI and GmO, a current-mode gain 97

block, kCM , and a summing stage, 6. The voltage-to-current 98

(V-to-I) converter GmI generates an output current, iI , from 99

the input differential-mode (DM) voltage, vI ,DM , whereas 100

GmO converts the voltage difference VREF − vO into the 101

current iO. The signal VREF is a reference voltage used set 102

the DC level of the output signal. The current produced by 103

the input transconductor is multiplied by the gain of a current 104

mirror, kCM , and the resulting signal, kCM · iI , is compared in 105

the summing stage with the current generated by the output 106

V-to-I converter. The action of the feedback loop established 107

aroundGmO is twofold. On the one hand, the resulting current 108

at the output of the summing stage is forced to be ideally zero, 109

thus making currents kCM · iI and iO equal. On the other 110

hand, the virtual ground principle at the input ofGmO induces 111

a DC voltage level equal to VREF at the output of the IA. 112

The transfer function of the block diagram depicted in 113

Fig. 1 can be expressed as: 114

H (s) ≡
vo(s)
vi,dm(s)

=

GmI · kCM ·
(
Rout ‖ 1

sCL

)
1+ β · GmO

(
Rout ‖ 1

sCL

) (1) 115

where Rout and CL are the output resistance and the load 116

capacitance, respectively. Assuming a sufficiently high gain 117

in the loop around GmO, the voltage gain, Av, and the BW of 118

the IA can easily be deduced from (1) to be: 119

Av ≡
vo
vi,dm

= kCM ·
GmI
GmO

(2) 120

BW =
GmO
CL

(3) 121

The gain of the IA can be nominally adjusted by means of the 122

ratio GmI/GmO and subsequently programmed by means of 123

the current gain kCM . Besides, the selection of an appropriate 124

value of CL is used to set the BW, also obtaining a suitable 125

phase margin for the feedback loop. It is worth to note that the 126

BW of the IA does not rely on the gain kCM , which ensures 127

a roughly constant frequency response over the entire gain 128

programmability range. 129

B. CONTINUOUSLY TUNABLE CURRENT MIRROR 130

The electronic programmability of the voltage gain of the 131

proposed IA is based on the continuously tunable current 132

mirror illustrated in Fig. 2. In a conventional current mirror 133

the same gate-to-source voltage is applied to the input and 134

the output transistor, obtaining a fixed current gain that relies 135

on the ratio of the geometries of both devices provided that 136

they are biased in saturation. The principle of operation of 137
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FIGURE 2. Continuously adjustable tuning section: (a) conceptual circuit
schematic and (b) implementation of the floating voltage source.

the current mirror in Fig. 2a is based on including a float-138

ing voltage source between the gates of the input transistor,139

MCM1, and the output transistor, MCM2, so that the voltage140

level at each gate, VA and VB, respectively, can be varied and,141

hence, the current gain can be modified. The floating voltage142

source, with value VBA = VB − VA, has been implemented in143

our proposal by means of a PMOS differential stage, MDP1144

and MDP2, as depicted in Fig. 2b. The tail current of the145

differential section, IBT , is shared between the two branches146

of the pair to cause a variable offset voltage. Indeed, the147

floating voltage VBA depends on how this biasing current IBT148

is distributed between the two branches of the differential149

pair. The diode connection in device MDP2 allows sourcing150

the required current by the current source ITUN and driving151

the output transistor of the current mirror, MCM2. When the152

current ITUN is made equal to IBT /2 the same current flows153

through transistors MDP1 and MDP2, thus VA = VB and the154

current gain of the currentmirror is equal to one, provided that155

(W/L)MCM1=(W/L)MCM2. When ITUN < IBT /2 we have that156

VB > VA, thus leading to a current amplification. Conversely,157

if ITUN > IBT /2 it happens that VB < VA and the output158

current is lower than the input current, which is equivalent to159

a current attenuation.160

Three design aspects allow modifying the tunability range161

of the current mirror presented in Fig. 2. On the one hand,162

the input DM voltage range of the differential pair can be163

made wider, which allows obtaining a larger value for VBA164

and, hence, a broader range for the current gain. This can165

be done by either increasing the value of the tail current of166

the differential pair, IBT , or decreasing the aspect ratio of167

the driver transistors, (W/L)MDP1−2. On the other hand, for168

a given voltage shift provided by the differential pair in the169

tuning section, VBA, the current gain is made larger as the170

aspect ratio of transistors MCM1 and MCM2 is increased.171

These factors can be summarized in the following general172

analytical expression:173

iOUT
iIN
=

(W/L)MCM2

(W/L)MCM1
· f (VB,VA) (4)174

from which it becomes clear that the ratio of the sizes of the175

input and output devices stands for a nominal setting of the176

current mirror gain and the generic function of voltages VB177

FIGURE 3. Design spaces of iout vs (a) IBT / ITUN , (b) (W /L)MDP1−2 /
ITUN , and (c) (W /L)MCM1−2 / ITUN .

and VA enables the electronic programmability of the circuit 178

section. 179

Aparticular expression can be easily derived for the current 180

gain of the current mirror in (4). Nevertheless, to do so 181

an inversion region, i.e., weak, moderate, or strong, has to 182

be assumed. As the principle of operation of the proposed 183

tunable current mirror is suitable for any inversion level, 184

a design space has been built bymeans of simulations instead. 185

The current gain of the programmable current mirror has 186

been evaluated by modifying the biasing current of the dif- 187

ferential pair, IBT , the aspect ratio of the differential pair 188

driver transistors, (W/L)MDP1−2, and the aspect ratio of the 189

devices in the current mirror, (W/L)MCM1−2. The current 190

ITUN , which is considered the control variable to obtain elec- 191

tronic programmability, has also been swept in the three cases 192

indicated. The corresponding design spaces are depicted in 193

Figs. 3a, 3b, and 3c, where the input current was fixed to 194

the value iIN = 10 µA. In Fig. 3a the biasing current of 195

the differential pair IBT was swept in the range [1:101] µA, 196

while the control current ITUN was moved between 5% and 197

95% the value of IBT . As observed, the output current of 198
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FIGURE 4. Transistor level implementation of the proposed electronically programmable ICF IA.

the current mirror can be increased at the cost of raising199

the power consumption of the circuit, since the current gain200

increases for larger values of IBT . For the case illustrated in201

Fig. 3b the current IBT was fixed to 10 µA, the aspect ratio202

of transistors MDP1 and MDP2, (W/L)MDP1−2, was changed203

in the range [80/0.5:720/0.5] µm/µm and ITUN was swept204

between 0.5 µA and 9.5 µA, i.e., from 5% to 95% the value205

of IBT . It may be inferred from Fig. 3b that there is little206

influence of (W/L)MDP1−2 on the output current of the current207

mirror, as for the considered aspect ratios it only moves in208

the range between 125 µA and 155 µA. Finally, Fig. 3c was209

obtained by fixing IBT to 10 µA, sweeping (W/L)MCM1−2210

in the range [20/0.5:320/0.5] µm/µm and changing ITUN211

between 0.5 µA and 9.5 µA. In this case it becomes clear212

that an increase in the aspect ratio of the transistors of the213

current mirror leads to ta noticeable increase of the output214

current and, hence, of the current gain.215

In view of the data in Figs. 3a, 3b, and 3c, it may be216

concluded that a good design trade-off consists on fixing the217

biasing current of the differential pair to a value that does not218

increase excessively the power consumption of the circuit,219

minimizing the size of the transistors in the differential pair,220

as their impact on the current gain is not very high, and221

maximizing the aspect ratio of the transistors in the cur-222

rent mirrors in order to increase the programmability range.223

In addition to these design considerations, it is worth noting224

that the current ITUN is a suitable control variable, which225

allows the electronic programmability of the tuning section226

and facilitates its inclusion in an automatic control loop.227

III. PROPOSED PROGRAMMABLE ICF IA228

The transistor level implementation of the proposed IA is229

illustrated in Fig. 4. The input and the output transconduc-230

tor, GmI and GmO, respectively, consist each of a resistor,231

RI and RO, also respectively, where the V-to-I conversion 232

takes place, and two voltage buffers, to isolate the resistor 233

from the preceding stages. In particular, super source fol- 234

lowers (SSFs), made up of a driver transistor, MDI(O), and 235

a feedback device, MFI(O), are used in order to achieve a 236

voltage gain very close to unity and to allow using small 237

resistor values. Transistors MBUI(O) and MBDI(O) are cur- 238

rent sources providing biasing currents equal to 2IB and IB, 239

respectively, and devices MFCI(O) are used to ideally cancel 240

systematic offset, as detailed below. Under these assump- 241

tions, the voltage gain of the super source followers has been 242

found to be: 243

Av,SSF =
1

1+
(
1+ 2

R
1

gm,MD

) (
go,MD+go,MBD

gm,MF

) (5) 244

where R, MD, MBD, and MF are the linearization resistor 245

and the driver, current source, and feedback transistor, respec- 246

tively, at the input and output transconductors. As observed 247

in the most right term in the denominator of (5), the load 248

regulation effect is highly reduced by the gain of the feedback 249

loop implicit in the SSF, i.e., by the term gm,MF/(go,MD + 250

go,MBD), thus leading to a voltage gain very close to unity. 251

As a consequence, the effective transconductance of the input 252

and the output V-to-I converter can be expressed as: 253

Gm,eff ≡
i

vDM
≈

2
R

(6) 254

where R represents resistors RI and RO in GmI and GmO, 255

respectively. As observed in Fig. 4, the current signal pro- 256

duced in the output transconductor, iO, is conveyed to the 257

summing stage by means of current mirrors with a fixed cur- 258

rent gain 1:1. Alternatively, the two tuning sections enclosed 259

in dashed boxes in Fig. 4 have been incorporated in order to 260

amplify the current signal generated by GmI , i.e., iI , which 261
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appears at the summing stage as kCM · iI . Considering the262

expression in (6) and taking into account that the linearization263

resistors at the input and the output V-to-I converter are264

named in Fig. 4 as R and kRR, respectively, the voltage gain265

and BW of the proposed IA can be written as:266

Av = kCMkR (7)267

BW =
2

kRRCL
(8)268

The gain of the IA can be adjusted by means of the ratio269

GmI/GmO = kR and subsequently programmed by the current270

gain kCM . As detailed in Section II-B, the value of kCM271

can be lower or higher than unity, depending on the relative272

value of the control current ITUN with respect to the bias273

current IBT . Nevertheless, amplification is required in most274

cases in an IA. Thus, the maximum attenuation provided by275

the minimum achievable value of kCM can be counteracted276

by means of the amplification factor kR, thus expanding the277

entire programmability range provided by the tunable current278

mirror towards values of the voltage gain of the IA higher279

than 1 V/V. Besides, it is worth to note that the BW of the280

IA is set by adjusting the value of the on-chip physical capac-281

itor CL , which is only slightly influenced by the parasitic282

effects associated to the output node.283

The ability of the IA to reject input common-mode (CM)284

signals is usually evaluated by means of the CM rejection285

ratio (CMRR), defined as the quotient of the gains when a286

DM and a CM signal are applied to the input of the IA.287

Mismatches between ideally equal devices give rise to a dif-288

ferential current even in the presence of an input CM signal,289

which is equivalent to have an undesired transconductance290

that can be expressed as:291

1Gm,eff ≡
i

vCM
(9)292

Thus, matching must be enhanced in order to improve the293

CMRR. An outstanding feature of a current feedback IA is294

that the CMRR relies fundamentally on the input transcon-295

ductor [31]. Indeed, all the devices in the input V-to-I296

converter, GmI , take part in the generation of the residual297

transconductance in (9). It has been verified by simulations298

that themain contribution to1Gm,eff is associated to the input299

transistors, MDI in Fig. 4. A hand analysis of the small-signal300

equivalent circuit, assuming mismatches in the transconduc-301

tance, 1gm,MDI , and output conductance, 1go,MDI , of tran-302

sistors MDI led to the following equations:303

1Gm,eff |1gm,MDI ≈
2
R
·
1gm,MDIgo,MDI

g2m,MDI
· LR (10a)304

1Gm,eff |1go,MDI ≈
2
R
·
1go,MDI
gm,MFI

· LR (10b)305

where the term LR is equal to306

LR =
1[

1+ 2
R

1
gm,MDI

(
go,MDI+go,MBDI

gm,MFI

)] (11)307

FIGURE 5. (a) Chip microphotograph (b) and experimental setup.

TABLE 1. Transistor aspect ratios (µm/µm) of the proposed IA in Fig. 4.

and stands for the load regulation effect of resistor R on the 308

input voltage followers. Similar equations can be obtained for 309

the other devices in GmI . It can be inferred from (10) that to 310

obtain a high CMRR in the proposed IA a good matching 311

between the devices in the input V-to-I converter must be 312

achieved, whereas it can be further improved by increasing 313

the transconductance of transistors MDI and MFI. 314

It is worth to mention that the systematic offset of the 315

single-ended structure proposed has been reduced by includ- 316

ing cascode transistors in each SSF cell, devices MFCI and 317

MFCO, and by properly sizing the PMOS current mirror, 318

transistors M3-M4, used to carry out the differential-to- 319

single conversion. Besides, capacitors CC1 to CC4 have been 320

included to stabilize the frequency response of the four SSF 321

cells used in the input and the output V-to-I converter. 322

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 323

The proposed IA has been designed and fabricated in 180 nm 324

CMOS technology to operate with a single supply voltage 325

of 1.8 V. A microphotograph of the circuit, which occupies a 326

silicon area of 0.0196mm2, is shown in Fig. 5a, where the lay- 327

out is also detailed. Besides, the transistor aspect ratios of the 328

IA are given in Table 1. The experimental characterization of 329

the electronically programmable IA has been carried out over 330

7 different samples of the silicon prototype and the general 331

testbench used in the different measurements is represented 332

in Fig. 5b. The on-chip voltage buffer prevents an excessive 333

loading of the output node of the IA and helps to keep a 334

nearly constant BW regardless the value of the off-chip load 335

capacitance. 336

The biasing current, IB, was adjusted to be 10 µA, which 337

led to a tail current of 20 µA for the SSF blocks and 10 µA 338

for the tuning sections. The reference voltage, VREF , used to 339

establish the DC output level and to bias the gate terminal 340

of the cascode transistors, was set equal to 0.9 V, i.e., to 341

midsupply. The minimum gain of the tunable current mirrors 342
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FIGURE 6. Voltage gain (left axis) and supply current (right axis) of the
proposed IA as a function of ITUN .

was determined by simulations to be approximately equal343

to 0.042 A/A. Consequently, the resistors at GmI and GmO,344

implemented with non-salicided high-resistance polysilicon,345

where sized with values RI = 2 k� and RO = 24 k� in order346

to counteract such an attenuation of approximately 12×.347

An on-chip metal-insulator-metal capacitor CL = 2.5 pF was348

connected at the output terminal of the IA, just before the test349

buffer, in order to set the BW. The design criterion followed350

to size the integrated capacitor was to obtain a phase margin351

slightly higher than 60◦ in the feedback loop established352

around GmO. It is worth to point out that the effective value353

of CL is increased by the input capacitance of the test buffer,354

which slightly varies with the value of the external load355

capacitance, due to the PCB connections and to the test probe.356

In any case, the stability of the IA in such a configuration357

has been demonstrated by corner and Montecarlo simula-358

tions. CapacitorsCC1 toCC4 were implemented byMOS-cap359

devices to minimize silicon area, having a nominal value360

of 1.45 pF.361

AC measurements were carried out in the frequency range362

from 10 Hz to 10 MHz, so that both the voltage gain at low363

frequency and the bandwidth of the IA could be determined.364

The voltage gain of the IA was measured as a function of the365

tuning current and is represented in Fig. 6. The values of Av366

varied between 0.59 V/V (-4.6 dB) and 114.29 V/V (41.2 dB)367

when ITUN was swept between 0.3µA and 9.7µA, that is, 3%368

and 97% the value of tail current IBT . The measured plot is369

in close agreement with the simulated results, which are also370

represented in Fig. 6. The price to be paid by the proposed371

programmability mechanism is the variation of the supply372

current, IDD, which is also a function of ITUN , as illustrated373

in Fig. 6. The current consumption of the SSF cells and the374

tuning sections is fixed and equal to 2IB and IBT , respectively.375

Nevertheless, signal amplification, which takes place for low376

values of the tuning current, requires an increase of the cur-377

rent mirrored to the outer branches of the IA, thus increasing378

the current consumption. A corresponding reduction of the379

supply current does not take place for high values of ITUN ,380

due to the minimum bound imposed by the fixed current con-381

sumption of certain circuit sections indicated before. A good382

agreement between simulations and measurements is also383

achieved for the case of IDD, as observed in Fig. 6.384

FIGURE 7. Measured and simulated BW vs ITUN .

FIGURE 8. Measured and simulated CMRR vs ITUN .

The AC characterization of the IA allowed also determin- 385

ing the BW, which is depicted in Fig. 7 as a function of ITUN . 386

It remains roughly constant over the entire programmability 387

range with an approximate measured value of around 3 MHz. 388

When the level of the tuning variable ITUN is adjusted to 389

values close to the extremes, i.e., zero and IBT , the DC 390

current through one of the two branches of the tuning section 391

decreases. As a result, the position of the corresponding 392

non-dominant pole is reduced, thus resulting in a drop of 393

the BW of the IA. The difference between experimental 394

and simulated values of the BW, also illustrated in Fig. 7, 395

is ascribed to the impact of the test buffer on the capacitance 396

at the output node of the IA, which is higher than expected 397

from simulations. 398

Frequency measurements gave rise too to the experimental 399

values of the CMRR, which is represented in Fig. 8 as a 400

function of ITUN in the range [0.3:9.7] µA and compared to 401

the simulated response. The simulated CMRR was obtained 402

from a set of 1000-run process and mismatch Montecarlo 403

analyses, in which all the parameters of the devices were 404

randomly varied with a value of sigma equal to 3. The error 405

bars (standard deviation) associated to the each simulated 406

value of the CMRR (mean value) comprise the measured data 407

in all the cases. The minimum values of the experimental 408

CMRR, around 55 dB, take place for the lowest values of the 409

DM voltage gain, that is, for high values of ITUN , whereas the 410

maximummeasured value of the CMRR is higher than 86 dB. 411

The CMRR was also measured at the frequency of the 412
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TABLE 2. Performance comparison of the proposed electronically programmable IA with similar contributions in the literature.

FIGURE 9. Maximum input voltage for a −40 dB THD as a function
of ITUN .

bandwidth, obtaining values around 25 dB lower in average413

with respect to the values obtained at low frequency.414

The linearity of the IA was determined by measuring the415

total harmonic distortion (THD). In particular, the maximum416

input signal leading to a−40 dB THD is represented in Fig. 9417

over the tuning variable, ITUN . As observed, the peak of vI ,max418

takes place in the central range of ITUN , due to the operation419

of the differential pairs of the tuning sections in their linear420

region. When ITUN is increased, the value of vI ,max remains421

constant regardless of the voltage gain, as the main source of422

nonlinearity for low values of the voltage gain is due to the423

input stage. Conversely, for low values of the tuning current424

the voltage gain is highly increased and, hence, the saturation425

of the output transconductor and of the output branch limit426

the maximum input signal that can be applied, which is also427

very small due to the high values of the voltage gain.428

The noise of the proposed IA was measured and simulated429

with the goal of determining the spectral density of noise as430

well as the integrated noise over a given frequency band. The431

input-referred spectral density of noise is illustrated in Fig. 10432

FIGURE 10. Input-referred spectral density of noise vs ITUN at 1 MHz.

as a function of ITUN at a frequency of 1 MHz. As observed 433

in the plots, experimental and simulated data show a similar 434

trend, even though the minimum measurable noise is limited 435

by the test setup. For high levels of ITUN , that is, for low 436

values of the voltage gain, the noise of the input and the output 437

V-to-I converter have a similar contribution to the total noise. 438

As the gain of the instrumentation amplifier is increased the 439

input-referred noise of the output transconductor becomes 440

negligible, thus leading to a lower overall input-referred 441

noise. Besides, the noise was measured for ITUN = 5 µA and 442

integrated in the frequency band between 100 Hz and the BW 443

and the corresponding value is reported in Table 2. 444

The experimental performance of the proposed electroni- 445

cally programmable IA is summarized in Table 2, where it is 446

also compared to other similar solutions previously reported. 447

As observed in Table 2, the proposed solution leads to the 448

widest programmability range of the IA gain, featuring a 449

BW suitable for bioimpedance spectroscopy applications and 450

presenting a current consumption similar to that of the other 451

proposals. In general, current mode techniques [21], [22], 452
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[24], [25], [28] provide a wider operating frequency range,453

even though the CMRR in these cases is, also in gen-454

eral, much lower as compared to that of the voltage-mode455

approaches proposed in [17], [19], and [20], and in the present456

work. The noise of the proposed IA was measured in a457

frequency range between 100 Hz and 2.1 MHz, due to BW458

reduction suffered by the IA in this particular test configura-459

tion. In order to carry out an objective comparison, the noise460

efficiency factor (NEF) and the dynamic range (DR) can be461

used as figures of merit (FoMs). Indeed, the NEF gives an462

idea of the noise efficiency of each solution, even though it463

does not take into account the maximum level of the input464

signal that can be processed, which is, however, considered465

by the DR. The measured NEF achieved by the proposed466

approach, equal to 16.0, can be considered as appropriate for467

the intended application, taking into account that, on the one468

hand, in a wide bandwidth IA it is not usual to use circuit469

techniques for noise reduction, such as chopping, and, on the470

other hand, an experimental DR of 50.1 dB is simultaneously471

achieved. The NEF and the DR have not been included in472

Table 2 because they are not available for the other solutions.473

Only in [28] a simulated DR equal to 30.8 dB is reported.474

Therefore, the experimental performance of the proposed475

IA results suitable for its use in bioimpedance spectroscopy476

applications.477

V. CONCLUSION478

The accuracy of a bioimpedance measurement system can479

be increased by raising the level of the excitation current.480

Nevertheless, safety considerations lead to a limitation of481

the maximum value of this signal. An alternative solution is482

based on increasing, when required, the voltage gain of the483

instrumentation amplifier used to acquire the corresponding484

voltage response at the bioimpedance under test. An elec-485

tronically programmable instrumentation amplifier, suitable486

to be used in an automatic gain control loop, has been pro-487

posed. The approach exploits a continuously tunable current488

mirror that allows programming the voltage gain of the IA.489

The circuit implementation makes use of improved voltage490

followers, i.e., super source followers, which allow reducing491

the value of the linearization resistors. As a consequence, the492

overall noise can be reduced and a compact structure can be493

achieved. The proposed IA has been designed and fabricated494

in 180 nm CMOS technology to operate with a 1.8-V supply.495

Experimental results showed an extensive programmability496

range, beyond 45 dB, a wide bandwidth, over 3 MHz, and497

a high CMRR, above 86 dB, with relatively low power con-498

sumption and a reduced silicon area occupation.499
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